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Abstract
The integration of perception sources is one of
the most interesting topics in AI. In this context,
the question: How can we discuss what we see?
is especially prominent. Nevertheless, there is
very little research activity in this direction. In
the project VITRA, we are concerned with the
interaction of high-level visual perception and
speech production. Using the domain of route
descriptions, we present how to determine and
how to use spatial information of the current static 3-dimensional environment in verbal utterances. First, we show how layout information,
i.e., object information and spatial relations, is
determined in the current environment. In the
second part, we demonstrate the use of layout
information in verbal movement descriptions.

1 Introduction
Although the understanding of vision and natural language production are main research topics in AI, there has been very little attention in
integrating both elds. This stands in contrast
to related investigations in psychology, especially forced by the imagery debate (cf. [Pinker
84]). Also neurological research of the brain
presents ndings in the neural connection between spatial/visual representations and lan-

guage (cf. [Kosslyn et al. 90]). When we talk
about what we see, we must take into account
how we experience and behave in our environment. Beside psychologists and philosophers,
also geographers and especially urban planners
([Lynch 60]) are interested in how people learn
and talk about the world in everyday life.
Here, we discuss how we describe travel
actions in static 3-dimensional environments.
Therefore, we use the area of incremental route
descriptions, where a speaker P and a hearer H
travel along a path and P verbally describes H
where to go step-by-step, like a co-driver. We
present how visual perception and speech production can be treated in a common framework.
Speci cally, we focus on the computation of object information, spatial relations, and the use
of both for incremental verbal descriptions. In
this context two global questions arise: (1) How
to identify the layout in a scene? and (2) How to
describe the current environment by using layout information? By layout we mean the location of objects and their spatial relations to one
another in the current environment as seen from
P's perspective (deictic use).
The phenomena of route learning and navigation are simulated by several models (eg.,
[Kuipers 78; Gopal et al. 89]) but none of
these are concerned with the integration of visual perception and speech generation. We
have developed a model for the process of mul-

timodal, incremental route description, called
MOSES ([Maa 94]). The model consists of a
high-level visual perception1 process, a waynding process, a planning process, and two
presentation processes: speech generation and
gesture generation (cf. [Maa 94]).
The way- nding process models the human
ability to choose a route from a map in combination with object information obtained by visual
perception. We use a dualistic representation.
On one hand, the speaker has an overview which
includes orientation and distance information.
On the other hand, s/he uses this general information to produce an exact topographical partition of the path which leads his/her movement.
This general information is also used to produce
the description for the current spatiotemporal
interval (for more details see [Maa 94]). Interactions between visual perception, way- nding,
and presentation processes are supervised and
coordinated by a multi-agent planning process.
First, we shortly discuss our approach to visual perception and in speci c object representation (section 2). In section 3 we present
how to compute spatial relations between identi ed objects using a multilevel semantic model
(cf. [Gapp 94b]). We agree with [Landau &
Jackendo 93] thesis that if people are applying spatial relations they do not take into account every detail of the objects involved. We
are therefore able to use an approximative algorithm, which considers only some necessary
shape properties of an object. In section 4,
we show how layout information is used to determine natural language utterances concerning
incremental route descriptions.
This work is part of the project VITRA (VIsual TRAnslator) which deals with the relationship between natural language and vision
(cf. [Andre et al. 89]).
Following David Marr's representational framework
for vision ([Marr 82]), we associate low-level vision with
processes and representations concerned with what Marr
calls the primal sketch and the 2-1/2 sketch and highlevel vision with the 3D model.
1

2 Visual Perception
In MOSES, we do not deal with low-level aspects
of visual perception (cf. [Marr 82]) but we start
at an object level. In the current visual eld
we focus on an inner visual eld, in which we
can identify, categorize and select distinct objects. Hence, the inner visual eld attracts all
attention of the visual perception process. The
current inner visual eld determines the objects
which can be used in the descriptions: Visual
perception leads communication. If the visually
accessed information is not sucient, visual perception will be led by the demands of the presentation. What we want to know is: How can
high-level visual data be processed eciently for
use in communication?
In a given situation, the environment provides
a vast amount of information. But only a part
of it is selected by the speaker P for inclusion in
the utterance. In our approach, we only use a
restricted set of salience criteria: size, colour,
and brightness. Visually selected objects are
represented by 3D models (cf. [Maa 94]). In
MOSES, the 3D model representation is used as an
interface between vision and natural language
processing (see also [Landau & Jackendo 93]).
Objects selected by visual perception are not isolated from each other, but can be interrelated by
spatial relations.
In [Herskovits 86, p. 57 ] Herskovits proposed employing di erent kinds of object idealizations, e.g., object approximations to a point,
a line, a surface, a horizontal plane, etc. Landau and Jackendo also con rm that spatial relations mainly depend on boundedness, surface,
or volumetric nature of an object and its axial structure [Landau & Jackendo 93, p. 226]:
\What proves surprising is how sparsely both the
gure and reference objects appear to be represented. ..., there are no prepositions that insist
on analysis of the gure or reference object into
its constituent parts.".
Therefore it seems to be reasonable to consider only approximated shape properties of an

objects when computing spatial relations. In
most cases, it is sucient to approximate the
object to be localized with its center of gravity,
because its position is the only necessary information that counts for the applicability of the
spatial relation. In our system we are using the
following simpli cations at the moment:
(1) Center of gravity. (2) 2D representation:
The base of each object (Necessary when perceiving objects from a bird eye's view, e.g.,
in maps). (3) Bounding rectangle (BR): The
bounding rectangle of an object with respect
to a direction vector ~v is the minimal rectangle
which is aligned to ~v and contains the 2D representation of the object (Figure 1a). (4) Bounding right parallelepiped (BRP ): The bounding
right parallelepiped of an object with respect to
a direction vector ~v is the minimal right parallelepiped which is aligned to ~v and contains the
object (Figure 1b). (5) 3D representation: The
complete description of an object.
Beside a geometric representation, the representation of an object integrates a conceptual representation which includes size, colour,
and intrinsic properties of the object (cf. [Gapp
94b]).
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Figure 1: BR and BRP

3 Spatial relations

data and natural language. Spatial relations are
categorized in two main classes: the topological
and the projective.2 The linguistic representatives for the spatial relations are the prepositions in their spatial meanings. Combined with
a statement of place they build the class of localization expressions [Herskovits 86].
A purely geometrical representation of the semantics of spatial relations is not appropriate
(cf. [Miller & Johnson-Laird 76]), because functional dependencies or pragmatic principles, as
Grice's principles of cooperativity [Grice 75], are
not considered. Therefore we propose the use
of a multilevel model [Gapp 94b], in uenced by
the existing 2-level [Bierwisch & Lang 89] and
3-level [Aurnague et al. 90] approaches. Our
multilevel model allows us to take into account
just the geometrical shape properties of the objects (basic meanings) and enables us to include
functional dependencies and pragmatic issues on
a higher level.
As mentioned before, people do not account
for every detail of the objects involved when applying spatial relations. We are therefore able to
use an approximative algorithm, which considers
only the necessary shape properties of an object
for the computation, e.g., the center of gravity
or the smallest circumscribing rectangle.
The algorithm for the computation of the applicability of a topological relation's basic meaning considers only the distance between the object to be localized (LO ) and the reference object (REFO ) scaled by the REFO's extension in
each of the three dimensions (local distance).
In addition to the computation of projective
relations we need to include the scaled deviation
angle of the from the canonical direction implied
by the relation (local angle). The dependency of
the local distance and the local angle from the
REFO extension ensures for a bigger REFO in
a dynamic enlargement of a relation's region of
applicability (cf. [Gapp 94a]). This evaluation

Spatial relations play a key role in the process 2And additionally the relation between , which needs
of connecting visual and verbal space. They act two reference objects and thus takes an exceptional poas a connecting link between visually perceived sition in the group of spatial relations.

process can be applied to 2-dimensional as well
as to 3-dimensional environments. In the latter
case, we get a 3-dimensional extensive region of
application for spatial relations such as at or in
front of . This seems reasonable when we look
at Figure 4b, because \turn right in front of L4"
is an adequate application of the spatial relation
in front of although there is a vertical di erence
between the house L4 and the street segment S4.
The evaluation of the applicability of a spatial relation di ers from one person to another
[Kochen 74]. Because of this we use user adjustable cubic spline functions, which enable
a cognitively plausible continuous gradation of
the relation's applicability. To get an idea of
a region's applicability structure we extend the
so-called potential elds presentation of a spatial relation (cf. [Yamada et al. 88; Schirra 90])
to the third dimension. For instance, Figure 2
shows cross-sections of the 3-dimensional potential eld of the relation right concerning a high
building as reference object. Its large extension
in the vertical is re ected in the shape of its
applicability region.

and therefore | concerning the basic meanings
| the region of applicability RAvor
L4 of the relation in front of with respect to L4 as the REFO
4
is bigger than RAvor
L1 (Figure 3a,b). But if a
street runs between them, the shape of the two
regions changes (Figure 3c).
We end this section with a brief discussion of
how perspective view might in uence the application of spatial relations. The main in uence
arises when reference objects are only partially
visible. Although we are not able to perceive
the whole shape of the REFO we are usually
able to establish spatial relations referring to it.
For instance in Figure 4b the house L4 is partially hidden. Nevertheless, the direction \turn
right in front of L4 " is clearly understood.5 Apparently that we assign some kind of defaults to
the extension of the hidden reference object and
these default values are used to compute the spatial relations. In addition world knowledge helps
us in building relationships. In Figure 4b it is
obvious for us that the street segment S4 (cf.
Figure 4a) leads away perpendicular to S1, and
therefore must be in front of L4.

4 Incremental route descriptions
We now discuss how layout information is used
to adequately describe a given scene while following a path. Two major problems can be identi ed while determining an adequate incremental route description: First, a selection problem
and second a temporal problem. By selection
problem, we mean that not all information obFigure 2: Cross sections of the potential eld: tained by the environment is used in a description. Most of the information is not relevant
\right of the high building"
for the hearer. On the other hand, the speaker
must
determine the correct temporal descripAdding a certain context involves mostly tions (cf.
[Maa 94]).
modi ed regions of applicability for the basic meanings. For example, in Figure the 4The region of applicability are drawn without grafor reasons of a better readability.
landmark3 L4 is bigger than the landmark L1 dation
5
For readability, we use english terms for all spaWith landmark we denote objects which are salient tial expressions although we have examined German
to P in the current environment.
descriptions.
3
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Figure 3: In uence of functional dependencies
The information ow from visual perception
to speech production is divided into two subsystems: Input system and output system. In the
input system, information about landmarks and
path segments selected visually must be interrelated with topological information obtained
from a map. Representations of landmarks
observed and spatial relations between these
landmarks are integrated in a central structure, called a segment which serves as the internal spatial representation of the current layout
(cf. [Maa 93; Maa 94]).
spatial
LO REFO degree of
relation
applicability
right-of
S1 L2
0.8
left-of
S1 L1
0.8
behind
C1 S1
1
left-of
C1 S4
1
before
L1 C1
0.7
behind
L4 C1
0.7
in-front-of S4 L4
0.9
behind
S4 L1
0.8
on
P S1
1
Tabular 1: Extracted spatial relations
Up to now, we have demonstrated how spatial
information is obtained from the environment
and represented as internal structures. In order

to describe the current environment adequately,
the speaker must select the information which
seems to be relevant to the hearer. Here, we
do not address the problem of anticipating the
hearers beliefs; instead of a hearer model we use
default assumptions.
We will now outline the key ideas of our approach by using an example situation (see gure
4). Suppose that the speaker stands at position
P marked by a cross and P's intention is to turn
right at the crossing C1 into street segment S4. P
has visually obtained four street segments (Si),
four landmarks (Li), and a crossing (Ci). We
assume that P has obtained layout information
from the environment and P has integrated this
information into the current segment. Because
we assume that visual perception and speech
production are independent from each other,
more information about the environment can
be integrated into the current segment step-bystep as P travels along the path. In contrast to
this, we assume that visual perception and waynding are exclusive tasks. This means that P
can either look at the current environment or
on the map. In addition to object information,
P determines spatial relations between these objects (Si, Li, and Ci) of the current layout (see
tabular 1).

S3

L3
S2

L4

S4

L2

S1

L1

P
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(b)

Figure 4: Example layout
We have examined several transcripts of route
descriptions given by German speakers in order
to determine applicability conditions for approximately 20 distinct situational descriptions of
movement, such as \to go up a street" or \to
turn right in front of a landmark". To make
clear what we mean with applicability conditions, we present how to describe the \turnright" action in gure 4. We found that speakers
normally use one landmark in order to describe
a turning movement. Thus, the applicability
conditions for the speci c situational description
\to turn right in front of L4" can be formalized
as follows (see tabular 2):
situational applicability conditions
description
turn-right in-front-of(S1, C1, da1) ^
in-front-of right-of(S4, C1, da2) ^
L4:
in-front-of(S4, L4 , da3 ) ^
in-front-of(C1, L4 , da4) ^
on(P, S1 , da5 )
Tabular 2: Situational description

Applicability conditions consist of conjunctions or disjunctions of spatial relations. Associated with each spatial relation is a limit of
applicability. If, for instance, the minimum of
the spatial relation in-front-of(S1, C1, da1) is
greater than the degree of applicability da1 then
the spatial relation is not applicable in this situation. The applicability condition is only satis ed if all spatial relations on the right side are
satis ed. In gure 4, the applicability conditions for \turn right in front of L4" are satised if we assume that in this example all da s
are equal 0.5. Thus, the situation can be described by translating a speci c situational description into verbal descriptions. For this, we
use an incremental6 speech generator which is
based on the tree adjoining grammar approach
(cf. [Finkler & Schauder 92]).
0

With incrementality is meant, that parts of a sentence are presented although the sentence is not completely determined.
6

5 Conclusion
What we can talk about depends on what we
see in the current environment. Considering
this, we have presented an approach of how
we can integrate layout information obtained
by visual perception and natural language. We
have focused on the representation of visually
perceived objects, on the computation of spatial
relations concerning their basic meanings, functional dependencies, and the in uence of perspective view, and the use of layout information
in determining descriptions of the current environment. The area for our model is incremental
route description.
An open question is whether our set of applicability conditions are sucient for all kinds
of situational descriptions. Furthermore, we will
examine how dynamic objects, such as cars, affect incremental route descriptions. Associated
with this is the question of how we can integrate temporal constraints into situational descriptions.
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